08-2-2021

REMOTE LEARNING PACKS
This term we sent out learning packages
to all year groups.
We sent books, pens, paper and any
other resources which would support
their remote learning.
This would not have been possible
without the fantastic support team.
A huge thank you to Josh, Carla, Hitesh,
James W. Jonathan, Jolanta, Gill and
everyone else who was involved in
making this happen!
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First 5-7mins of the lessons, should be something which is very simple
for the learners to do, it will provide them with a sense of
achievement, try introducing a quick quiz/poll through Microsoft
forms.
Whiteboard activity using https://whiteboard.fi/
Your role:
Keep a running commentary of who is doing well – say the learners
names, this will make them feel acknowledged.

REMOTE LEARNING
We started the term by adapting strategies within
our learning cycle to meet the needs of remote
learning.
We focused on high quality instruction and
questioning to ensure we have high levels of
participation within the lessons.

PREPARE

Keep instructions clear, direct and simple

You will vary your approach to suit the subject, this may include:
•
modelling through pre-recorded videos,
•
the use of Teams whiteboard,
v
•
Having pre-made completed tasks

APPLY
PRESENT

Have pause points – to allow learners to process information.
CHECK-IN

Vibrant classroom culture has to be built online
Show me: ‘take two minutes to develop your answer in the chat, I will tell you when to hit send’
Followed by
‘Wow great responses’ (add to it as appropriate and give others a chance to read)
Speed questioning –”For this question – when I say GO - I would like to answer the questions in the chat box as fast as
you can”.
Cold call –use for operational questioning, based off the chat taking place.
Followed by: “in 1minute I will ask you to build on that answer”
Use narrated wait times prior to expecting an answer to allow learners to process their thoughts.

”I pose a question and then ask the learners to
use the chatbox to draft and edit their
extended paragraph. I give them a set time
and only when the time is up are they asked to
press enter. All their responses appear at once
(meaning I can assess how everyone is getting
on, rather than the speedy few or those that
rely on replicating someone else's answer). I
then ask them all to read one another's and
use the thumbs up (like) button when they
think a response is effective. We then discuss
the most liked responses together. Here's an
example:”

Kate Kelly, Lead Practitioner English
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Mini
Whiteboards
As demonstrated by
Adam Masheter –
Science and Halima
Begum – Maths.
The use of digital
whiteboard to check
for whole class
understanding and
increase means of
participation.

CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING
Plan questions in
advance
Standardise show
me format i.e. ‘3-2-1show me’
Scan boards from your
screen
Approximate class
understanding
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ART – YEAR 9

Ishai Rimmer joined us during a national lockdown and he jumped
straight in. Some great work by year 9 learners on their artist
research!

Yr9 Learner - Tamzin

Yr9 Learner - Emma
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FEEDBACK

The Digital faculty have incorporated our feedback structure – these allow
learners to specifically identify areas of development.

Art

By consolidating their response through their very own green e-sticker.

WALL OF FAME
Chloe has created a wall of
fame padlet where she has
kept the motivation and
enthusiasm going
amoungst learners.This
padlet celebrates all the
wonderful work learners
are doing whilst remotely
working from home.
A fantastic tool for learners
to strive to do better!
Mohamed Shafi
providing
feedback – using
the feedback
structure.
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DIGITAL

Learners submit their work through Teams assignment and the teacher
provides comments through the feedback box.
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DIGITAL FEEDBACK

Learners are asked to submit work, and feedback is given through the assignment box.

The detailed feedback allows learners to make good progress.
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MATHS

Example 1: Using Dr.Frost as a tool for formative
assessment - Andrea
1) Set task on Dr.Frost
2) Choose worst attempted questions and review
with students
3) Students complete their formative assessment
sticker content in green in their books
4) Teacher directs students on which target to write
dependent on the questions they got wrong.

……
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Example 2: Parisa gives
feedback to Economics
essays on word using the
review tab and adding
comments

Example 3: Gazala gives feedback using Satchel:One and Teams
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EXAMPLE 4:
Using Teams assignment to set task and give feedback by Karl
Year 11s had to summarize what they had learned about circle theorems and make it as clear,
comprehensive and effective as possible so that it was something they could use as a revision resource in
the future.
Samples of learners’ work including feedback:

EXAMPLE 5:

Andrea uses individual chat
feature on Teams to give

feedback to students who are
stuck with their work
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PYSCHOLOGY
“Learners first submit on Satchel, I give them feedback (verbal and written) then I give them markscheme and they
have to draw further improvements from there. You can see some have actually green penned their improvements or
developed detail to their answers as part of FA. I didn’t ask them to! But I think it is because as
I leave the ppt open (as it’s shared), I can see live them scrolling to other work, seeing my comments and then going
back to theirs to improve – so it has much wider benefits to their progress and effort this way!” - Shafina
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ENGLISH

Some learners are submitting work through Class
notebook, and others are hand writing an submitting
into assignments. Any improvements made post
feedback, are completed in green.
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ENGLISH

Our Do Now activities are
designed to allow learners to
start work as soon as they sit
down. Our expectation is that
there is no lost learning time
and all learners are utilising
every second of that 50min
lesson. This activity created by
our Graphics teacher, allows
learners to spend the first
5mins developing a letter in a
graphical style. The task is
spread out across the term
which allows the learners to
get into routine.
Having a routine means
learners are aware of what is
expected and that prevents
low-level behaviour.
The feedback shown below
illustrates the specific and clear
instructions on how a learner
can improve through the
check-list.
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“Been winding down some of my lessons with a few quick rounds
of Hangman these last few days on the Whiteboard – not without
it’s issues !!!
The word I was looking for was COUNTERSINK”
Derek Jones - Teacher of Design

DESIGN & ENGINEERING

GRAPHICS
3D Net
Packaging
Rob Fulton
sent out laser
cut packages
of nets to all
learners so
that they
could continue
working on
their
packaging
during remote
learning,
some fantastic
work has been
coming
through!

Yr10 Learner - Alexia
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DESIGN & ENGINEERING
Yr 10 Mechatronics. Using symbols and text to give feedback to
learners.

Feedback to year 11
Engineering R112

Yr 13Pd
feedback
on their
NEA.
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT KS5

Techniques embedded within remote learning sessions:
•

“Using a technique Kate has used, I pose a question – waiting for learners to type, and then
asking the learners to press enter, all together, which means a flurry of responses arrive. We then
pause, everyone reads the responses from each other, gives a thumbs up to the best answer, and
the winner gets SIMs points.

•

Recording the ‘present’ element of the session – a great strategy for all learners to revisit
knowledge. This is good for technical information/process lessons.

•

Giving learners access to all resources prior to the lesson through MS files.

•

Rapid fire questioning using the ‘hands up’ function – great to check whole class participation.

•

Keeping my instructions, short and explicit, with clarity on what I want learners to do and how.”

Furnaz Ahmed - Built Environment
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LEARNER OPPORTUNITY

Inspired by the inauguration speech, Kate
Kelly has created an opportunity for learners
to become LDEs very own poet!

This is a brilliant opportunity to have your voice heard.

A fantastic chance to be a published poet (on LDE website and social media),
with an audience of over 1000 people.
A wonderful and unique opportunity to document, via poetry,
what is important within our college and outside it.
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STRATEGIES TO TRIAL
“I have been trailing this website and wanted to share it with you and others as I have
found it really effective for assessing learners' understanding during lessons. It's easy to
set up and for learners to access. Here's an example from my last lesson - I was able to
give immediate feedback, assess all learners and quickly offer support where needed.”
The site is called https://spiral.ac/

Kate Kelly – English Lead Practitioner

This is a snap of what you can record at the end
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SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT CPD
05.1.2021

SUBJECT SPECIFIC CPD
18.01.2021
This term all teaching staff received a
bespoke CPD session which would

KEY take away:

develop their TL pedagogy related directly

• Standardise the format
• Open response tasks
• MS forms to implement quizzes in assignments

to the subject they teach. The session was
a brilliant opportunity to staff upskill on
knowledge and support each other.
https://ldeutc.padlet.org/VictoriaWebb/CPL
https://ldeutc.padlet.org/VictoriaWebb/WallWalks

Why we must standardise the format
There are three reasons why this is
particularly important now:
1.Following a period of remote
learning, it is important that we
identify gaps in learners’ learning.
This is a strategy for speeding up that
process.
2.The limitations of teaching from the
front mean that we need to be able to
review learners’ work more quickly –
often at a glance.
3.The gaps widened by lockdown will

All subject specific CPD resources are kept in their
very own CPD padlet.

EXAMPLE:

have disproportionately affected
those learners with existing gaps.
This is a strategy that helps to level
the playing field by ensuring that all
learners have high quality notes for
revision.
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Retrieval Practice

Try designing a knowledge organiser for learners
as a part of retrieval

Try this retrieval grid and ask a range of cumulative questions from the topic / unit which will
help learners to recall knowledge. There is even a little timer at the top to ensure they keep to
the time!
https://ldeutc.padlet.org/VictoriaWebb/OnTatooine

T&L TOOLBOX PADLET
Remember – we have a retrieval column
with over 50+ retrieval strategies to trial
within your lessons.
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